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Multiplayer Rules
Free For All
1. Seats are chosen at random and the order of turns is clockwise from the beginning player.

2. The player who begins does not skip his or her first draw phase.

3. When a player is eliminated from the game, the following steps must be taken:
    I. All of that player's cards are removed from play, except outer regions and locations in outer regions.
    II. If any other player had ships located in the eliminated player’s home region, he or she must withdraw them.
Optional Variations
Range:
A range of one means that you may warp only into the regions of the players sitting next to you. A range of two extends your reach to two seats on either side.

Predator & Prey:
The player to your left is your prey; you get a reward when your prey is eliminated. The player to your right is your predator. Once you have eliminated your prey, the next player in line becomes your prey.

Eliminating your prey: When the prey is eliminated, the predator takes the prey's starbase and adds it to his own as a starbase structure with income +2. Then the predator draws 2 cards.
Alliance Play
Alliance Play is a team-based multiplayer format.

1. Each alliance has one turn where all the members of the alliance have to go through the phases and steps together.

2. Priority within the alliance goes from left to right, with each member making as many plays as he wishes before passing priority. Priority is passed around until no player wants to make any more plays.

3. Members of an alliance may speak to each other, gesture, whisper and communicate in any way they want about the game and their strategies.

4. Each alliance has only one home region, where each member has one starbase.

5. Although each player has a starbase, their total shield values are combined during the resolution step of a battle in their region.

6. Players may not share their ISK with alliance members.

7. Players may warp into friendly regions controlled by other players and stay there. This is not considered an attack and control of the region does not change hands.

8. Ships with the trade command may trade in all friendly regions.
Massively Multiplayer Offline Games
By Tallest

For myself and a lot of other people out there, collectible card games have long since grown into something far beyond simple entertainment. These are serious games of skill and are treated as such, with tournaments held every week all over the world. Since the best players advance to the finals of the largest tournaments with a fair degree of consistency, it’s evident that there’s much skill involved in being a good player. Practice makes perfect, and playing to win is the only way to go if you want to be a tournament player. As enjoyable as the competitive aspects are, though - the hours and hours of making decks and perfecting your game - sometimes you just want to grab a pile of cards and play with your friends at the kitchen table. These friendly games have one very strong defining point: they get a whole lot better the more players you add to them.

Multiplayer games are usually more casual than head-to-head games, and generally played at a slower pace. When playing multiplayer you move more cautiously; for example, if I use one of my cards to destroy an opponent’s card, that just means both of us are one card down when compared to the rest of the players. This kind of one-for-one trade is not nearly as good in a multiplayer game as in a two-player game. If you focus exclusively on beating one opponent, you’re probably both going to lose in the long run. This is where you have to start thinking about politics.

At the beginning of a free-for-all game, everyone is your enemy, but since, as the saying goes, “the enemy of my enemy is my friend,” then everyone is also potentially your friend. Knowing when to make or break an alliance can win you a lot of multiplayer games. The politics of multiplayer are my personal favorite part of the game and they can be very complex, so I feel the topic needs a whole article of its own to do it justice. That article will come at a later date, but what I mainly want to focus on here is laying down a few ground rules for multiplayer games of EVE: The Second Genesis.

I’ll begin with the most common type of multiplayer (the Free-for-all), after which I’ll introduce you to a new multiplayer format.

A Free-for-all has all the same rules as a normal two-player game, only there are more players. This does not mean you can play it the same way. If you want to win, you have to really think about what the other players are doing. If someone gets too far ahead, the other players might gang up on him. The same thing could very well go for the weakest player. If someone can eliminate you without compromising their own position, they will probably do it.

Although you use the same basic rules in a multiplayer game as in a two-player game, there is one important difference that needs to be addressed. When a player is eliminated from the game, the game continues. What happens to his cards?

The simplest option would be that the eliminated player takes all his or her cards, and the rest of the players continue the game. I don't feel that this is the best way to go, mainly because of the outer regions.

Outer regions and the locations they contain are an integral part of the game’s resource-gathering system. Since they can change ownership many times over the course of a long multiplayer game, having them eliminated with the owner would almost always be unfair to someone.
Free For All Rules:
   1. Seats are chosen at random and the order of turns is clockwise from the beginning player.
   2. The player who begins does not skip his or her first draw phase.
   3. When a player is eliminated from the game, the following steps must be taken:
      I. All of that player's cards are removed from play, except his or her outer regions and whatever locations have been played into them.
      II. If any other player had ships located in the eliminated player’s home region, he or she must withdraw them.
Optional Variations
In a large enough multiplayer game, things tend to become rather chaotic. In an attempt to minimize the chaos, some people like to introduce limitations on who they may attack in multiplayer games (‘attacking’ here being defined as warping into enemy regions).

The most common limitation is the range limit. A range of one means that you may may warp only into the regions of the players sitting next to you. A range of two extends your reach to two seats on either side.

Another take on the range idea is the predator and prey system, which some of you might know from Vampire: The Eternal Struggle. The player to your left is your prey; he is the only player you may attack. The player to your right is your predator, and he is likewise allowed to attack only you. Once you have eliminated your prey, the next player in line becomes your prey.
Alliance Play
Alliance Play is a team-based multiplayer format. Now, the problem with incorporating Free-for-all rules directly into a team game is that it doesn’t allow team mates to attack together. In alliance play this problem is solved by having the team mates (the ‘alliance’) share a turn. Obviously this raises issues that need to be addressed: without further ado, here are the rules for alliance play.

   1. Each alliance has one turn where all the members of the alliance have to go through the phases and steps together.
   2. Priority within the alliance goes from left to right, with each member making as many plays as he wishes before passing priority. Priority is passed around until no player wants to make any more plays.
   3. Members of an alliance may speak to each other, gesture, whisper and communicate in any way they want about the game and their strategies.
   4. Each alliance has only one home region, where each member has one starbase.
   5. Although each player has a starbase, the alliance only has one shield. Its hit point total is the combined total of all the starbases in the region.
   6. Players may not share their ISK with alliance members.
   7. Players may warp into friendly regions and stay there without taking control of them.
   8. Ships with the trade command may trade in all friendly regions.


If you have any comments or suggestions, now is your chance. Join me on the forums to discuss the multiplayer rules. Your feedback is welcome. After we've had a healthy discussion about the rules, I'll put the final version of the official multiplayer rules up on the rules section of this website.

Until next time,
Tallest
EVE:TSG Basic Deckbuilding Concepts
By Ian O’Brien, aka Calmdown

Hello there! I’m Calmdown, and I’ll be your host for the next, well, however long it takes you to read this article. I’ve been playing collectible card games for around 12 years, and the Eve-CCG since it first came out on pre order. With the assistance of my trusty playgroup here in Liverpool, I’ve managed to clock up something in the area of about 300 games of Eve: TSG so far. I’ve written this article to help Eve beginners, whether new or old to CCGs, understand the basics of deckbuilding and some of the game’s unique facets. I’ll hopefully be covering more specifics of most of the topics discussed here in future articles, so stay tuned!

I write this assuming that the reader understands the rules of the game, and maybe even has a few games under his or her belt already. Having your cards to refer to in the example would also be a good idea; if you don’t own any of the cards I mention or don’t have your cards with you, I would suggest using the sortable card list for reference purposes.

OK, enough introduction. Read on!
Deck Size and ‘The Best Cards’
An oft-made mistake among newer CCG players is to try and fit every useful card into their deck. It’s true that in any given deck, there can be a lot of good cards that will fit with your theme. However, you must avoid this temptation. For any given deck of 52 cards, there are likely to be certain cards, which are better than others. For every card that you exceed your 52-card minimum by, you’re less likely to draw one of these better cards. It’s all about probability.
'Ask youself, which of these cards do I need, and which would just be nice to have'
When you build a deck, you need to be brutal. Ask yourself, which of these cards do I need, and which would just be nice to have? Throwing in those extra couple of Megathrons might sound like a good idea, but when you needed to draw a Pirate Mercenary to win the game and later see that it was underneath that Megathron on top of your deck, you’ll be kicking yourself.

If you find yourself unsure of what you should drop and what you should keep, pick one randomly. Play with that card. Everytime you have it in your hand, think “if this had been the other card, would I be better or worse off?” Then try the other card, and do the same. Eventually you’ll work out what’s best for your deck.
Who, What, When, Where, Why, How?

One of the hardest parts about building a deck can be deciding how many of each card type – ships, news, starbase structures, and locations – to play. There are no hard and fast guidelines for this, as it’s very much dependant on what type of deck you’re playing. A military deck will obviously have more ships than a news based deck; a deck full of cheap cards will have a lot less need for income generating locations and structures; an Amarr ‘Reclamation Tower’ based deck will have need for a lot more starbase structures.

A general guideline though, for a balanced deck, would be something like this:

- 52 card absolute deck limit (Remember, be brutal!)
- 8-14 Locations and Starbase Structures, at least 8-10 of which should be income generating
- 16-24 Ships
- 16-24 News
Resources and Card Advantage
To win a game, you need to play your cards. Now, before you kick me for being obvious, this leads us to two conclusions; firstly, you need ISK to play cards. Secondly, you need the cards in your hand to play in the first place.

To establish an effective cash scheme, you need to make sure that your income works in a good ‘curve’. For example, you may want to play a Turn 1 Sansha Scout Outpost, which gives you 5 ISK on turn two; your turn two could then be playing an Inferior Iteron, laying Heaven, and warping there. You now have 5 ISK again on turn 3, your Iteron starts to trade, and you can play another location into Heaven, giving you an income of 7 + your location’s income on turn 4, which is very strong. With the Eve mulligan allowing you to redraw some or all of your opening hands, ideal starts like this can be had fairly commonly if your deck is built well. Now imagine that instead of Iterons, your deck contained Hoarders. On turn 2, you wouldn’t have the 4 ISK required to play Hoarder and the 2 ISK to play Heaven. Your ISK curve is immediately halted. If you wanted to run Hoarders, you’d have to run a 1-cost outer region, and there are none of these that you can directly play a location into on turn 3 to finish off your initial ISK curve.

Right. Drawing cards – simple. You get one every turn for free, right? Well, in the same way you use cards to generate ISK, you can use cards to draw other cards, and give you an advantage in this resource area too. Cards such as Information at A Cost and Bad News can put you ahead of your opponent in this area. Uniquely among CCGs, Eve also has a built-in method of card advantage; skipping your ISK phase to draw a card. This means that establishing a strong income is a form of pseudo-card advantage, as you can afford to skip some cash for extra cards.
'..establishing a strong income is a form of pseudo-card advantage, as you can afford to skip some cash for extra cards.'
Now, to explain “card advantage”. Card advantage refers to how efficiently you play the game; for example, if your opponent has a 6 shield ship, you’ll need to play two Adaster’s Disasters to destroy it. Your opponent has gained card advantage over you because you’ve used two cards to deal with his one.

Every time you do something, you use up resources to do so. To go back to my old faithful Pirate Mercenary, you use up X ISK and a card, to destroy an enemy ship. You’ve used both kinds of resources to achieve a goal. Now take the card ‘Mind Clash’. For 4 ISK and a card, you neuter an opposing structure for 3 turns. But, when it ends, you draw a card back. This is another form of card advantage; whereas normally you would lose a card every time you play it for an effect, with this type of card you gain your card back, and hence you’re at an advantage to your opponent. Cards that draw a card in addition to another effect are referred to in CCG circles as ‘cantrips’ and can be very good cards.

If you build and play your deck so as to gain an advantage over your opponent in both ISK and cards, you will generally find that no matter what your win strategy, I guarantee you will win games. If your win strategy is also strong, you’ll win a lot of games!
Deck Focus
All decks should be focused, to accomplish a certain goal or goals. For example, you could focus your deck to out-build your opponent via superior ISK generation. Or you could include a lot of cards to destroy opposing ships and give you military superiority. Maybe you want to play cards to protect your ships from opponent’s cards.

Here’s an example of the news from two Amarr military decks for comparative purposes:

Deck 1:
4x Pirate Mercenary
4x Exiled From The Empire
4x Hired Enforcers
4x Stubborn Mechanic

Deck 2:
3x Stubborn Mechanic
3x Pirate Mercenary
3x Damage Control
2x Exiled From The Empire
2x Hired Enforcers
2x Forsaken Ruins
1x Network Access
 
You can see right away how Deck 1 is a lot more focused than Deck 2. Deck 1’s builder knows that his news has two major components; the ability to control the enemy’s ships via Exiled and Pirates, and the ability to beef his already tough ships up with Enforcers and Mechanic. He is aware of how his deck will play out and can develop a cohesive strategy around this. Deck 2’s builder can cover more bases, but he will never be sure of what he’ll draw next. He isn’t as strong militarily as Deck 1, and whilst his single Network Access and 3 Damage Controls may be great for controlling enemy news if he draws them, but he could easily go for a whole game without seeing either. He has no focus, and unless he pulls the right cards at the right time, he won’t be able to control his game.

A deck doesn’t have to have one particular focus, but all of its sub-focuses should be complementary. Deck 1 above destroys enemy ships and boosts it’s own ships, both of which contribute to military superiority, and which lead to winning via destroying your opponent’s starbase.

A deck with a strong focus will be a lot more consistent than one without such focus. Consistency wins games.
Synergy
Card synergy is an important part of deckbuilding. The best players, and the best deckbuilders, are often the ones who find great synergy between the cards they use.

OK, ok. What the hell is card synergy, you ask? Well, it’s quite simple. Card synergy is when you play two (or more) cards that have complementary effects, which leads to an effect that is greater than either card has played individually – to quote, the whole becomes greater than the sum of it’s parts.

Deck synergy is essentially the same as deck focus, above; it’s when the cards in your deck all work towards similar or complimentary goals.

A well-built deck will have lots of card synergy between its cards. Armageddon Project’ing your opponent’s location, and then using your Ginnungagap to ‘steal’ it for yourself, is one such example. If you’re also playing Scordite, which sacrifices your own locations to play, then your Ginnungagap is seeing even more use. Again, multiple synergies like this make strong decks.
'Strongly synergistic decks can be tough to beat, as their cards become stronger than they would individually.'
Also, you need to make sure you avoid negative synergy; that is, cards that are mutually exclusive when used. For example, using Arkanor and Superior Iteron is somewhat of a waste; Arkanor’s draw/discard ability triggers when you collect income, Iteron’s ability triggers when you skip income.

Strongly synergistic decks can be tough to beat, as their cards become stronger than they would individually. Some of the top decks in CCG history have been decks built wholly of cards that synergise well with multiple other cards in the deck.
Summary
So, how do we put this all together to build a successful deck? Well, to sum up:

Keep your deck to 52 card. Be brutal, brutal, brutal! Have an idea, and stick to it. Focus your deck on a goal, possibly with some sub-goals. Maintain a good ratio of card types. Make sure your ISK income runs smoothly. Cards win games – have ways of getting more than your opponent! Synergise! Make sure your cards work together and don’t negatively affect each other.

If your new killer deck doesn’t work the first time, alter some cards, or try playing it differently. If it doesn’t work a lot, go back to the drawing board. If you follow the basics in this article, once you build a few well-functioning decks you’ll start to develop your own style and techniques for deckbuilding. That’s when it really starts to get fun, and you start building killer decks with killer strategies that other people haven’t even thought of. That’s the part that makes Eve so much fun – there’s literally a universe of possibilities out there!
Economic Warfare
By Stefán Friðriksson

Greetings and welcome to the new EVE: The Second Genesis web site. This short guide will aim to explain some of the strategies behind EVE: The Second Genesis.

Regardless of the type of game you are playing - be it a computer game, a board game or a game of poker - making a series of unrelated short-term decisions means that you're essentially playing the game. It might even win you a few games. If you want to win consistently, however, you must have a strategy for the long run. In this game, that strategy has a lot to do with money.

If you look up economic warfare in the ever-useful Wikipedia, you'll find the following explanation: "The purpose of economic warfare is to capture critical economic resources so that the military can operate at full efficiency and/or deprive the enemy forces of those resources so that they cannot fight the war properly." The game of EVE: TSG is very much a game of economic warfare, and in your role as the CEO of a corporation at war, you have to make good use of all your resources. Let's delve into some of the decisions you have to make in the game so that we can get a better understanding of the underlying strategy.
The Mulligan
It's probably best to start at the beginning of the game and work our way from there. The mulligan is the first important decision you have to make. First of all, you're going to need income. The initial stipend of 2 ISK per turn is not likely to win you many games, so if you don't have any locations or other income-generating cards in your opening hand, shuffling everything back may be the best way to go. Generally, you also want to shuffle back the more expensive cards in your starting hand, because they won’t help you until the late game. If your starting hand is full of cards you can’t play yet, there certainly won’t be a late game for you.
The First Turns
The first turn is usually uneventful, with each player just playing a location and then passing the turn. Once you get your first ship out you have a lot more options and with these options, there is a greater chance of making a mistake. You can forget to active a command, you can fail to realize your opponent is vulnerable to an attack, or you can simply forget to use the ship altogether.

One of the most important aspects of the game is knowing when to play an outer region. You’ll need a ship in the region in order to control it, so you’re going to have to pay attention to what your opponent is doing. Take note if he's assembling a ship that's going to be ready on the next turn: it might be able to destroy yours in battle, in which case he's going to grab that region for himself. Likewise, if your opponent has a card that can destroy or otherwise remove your ship, you don't control the region any more. You will end up paying for an economic resource (the outer region), the benefits of which your opponent has deprived you. You must defend your resources in order to hold on to them.

One of the greatest weapons you have is information. You have to consider what you know about your opponent. For example, if he is playing Minmatar, he is likely to have news cards that can damage and destroy your ships, such as Adaster's Disaster, because the Minmatar strategy tends to be slanted in that direction. If, on the other hand, he is playing Caldari, he is far less likely to have news cards that remove your ships, because Caldari players can't play with any such cards.
Conserving Resources and Withholding Information
Whenever you can, you should try to keep your options open by not spending all your ISK. Playing that Ibis on the first turn might seem like a good idea, but if you don't have any locations to mine, it's just a tiny ship with no attack power that doesn't help you at all, while on your next turn that 1 ISK you wasted could mean that you're 1 ISK short of a much larger ship. The same goes for defensive starbase structures that don't give you any income; they don't do much in the early game, so you might as well hold on to them until you actually need them.

You never know what your opponent might do during his turn, so leaving ISK in your wallet to play news cards is usually the best thing to do. It also makes it far more difficult for him to make decisions, because he has to take into account the fact that you just might have the perfect card to disrupt his plans. If your opponents knows exactly what you can do, it is less likely that he will make mistakes. Without perfect information, you cannot make the perfect play. Information can be just as valuable as ISK or extra cards.

There are a few things you should always think about when deciding what to do during your turn. First, how much ISK does your opponent have? Second, how many cards are in his hand? Third, which ships are being assembled in his starbase? If he has a lot of ISK and some cards in hand, he will likely be able to respond to your actions, meaning you will have to be careful. If you know your opponent well, you also have to take into account how likely he is to be bluffing. You have to know his combined attack power at all times. If he's getting a strong ship on the following turn, you might have to bring your ships back to defend your home region so he can't destroy your starbase when he attacks.

At the heart of all this is the money, your ISK. Whether you make it, steal it or see to it that your opponent doesn't get it, it's going to be what fuels your deck to win games.

Some of this might seem obvious to card game veterans, but sometimes the obvious has to be stated so that it’s not forgotten and so that new people can learn it. These are merely some dos and donts that will help you make the right decisions and hopefully assist newer players in developing their own strategy. Card games take on a life of their own as soon as they are released and the community starts to build their own decks and strategies. Hopefully, this site will become a home to this community, where players can meet and discuss and contribute to the game. We are very excited to see this happen and will try our best to be a part of this community.
"The race is not always to the swift..." Alternative Wins in EVE: TSG. Part I.
By Brian Connolly
Part I: Tower Wins
To the casual CCG player, one of the most off-putting things can be the feeling that the competition is just too intense. You’re constantly finding yourself up against hardcore players who have amassed a wealth of heavy-hitting rare cards, whose decks tend to rip your “Starter Deck + two boosters” attempts to shreds. So how do you beat down these tourney-winning, noob-devouring monsters?

This article looks at the concept of Alternative Win Conditions, and customising your deck archetype (the innate theme or strategy) to produce a means of attaining victory outside of the usual slugfest. It’s not intended to spoon-feed the reader with pre-made killing-machine decks (where would the fun be in that?) but rather it’s an attempt to stimulate some lateral thinking and throw some new light on your new cards…
Tower Wins – a double-edged sword?
Each race has their own unique Alt Win condition in the form of one of their Upgraded Starbases, as detailed below. A couple of things to consider here though: First is the sheer cost of upgrading your base to facilitate your chosen strategy – 15 ISK is no meagre sum at the best of times (how many lost games would have turned out differently if you just had that one extra battleship in space?) so ensure that your deck includes enough income generation to make your Alt Win feasible. Perhaps include Molden Heath in your choice of outer regions to reduce upgrade costs.

The other thing to note is that all of the Starbase Alt Wins can be utilised by your opponents too, so not only do you have to be careful about what stage in the game you upgrade, you also have to tech your deck to prevent your strategy backfiring on you. How embarrassing would that be?

Here’s a brief look at the individual starbases:
Gallente Base – Monopoly Tower
At the beginning of your management phase, if one player controls the highest number of ships, the highest number of regions, and controls the starbase with the highest shield, he or she wins the game.

This is in keeping with the usual slugfest style of play, and therefore can work really well along a typical Gallente military-style deck where you’re seeking to control lots of regions with your fleet of ships and beefy starbase. So why bother using this tower? Why not just pummel you opponent in the typical fashion and use the benefits from one of the other upgraded starbases? Well, consider the way in which an enemy starbase is normally defended – lots of ambushers lying in wait, a Sentry Gun or three, maybe some Warp Disruption Fields or EMP Minefields… further consider the possibility of your opponent having Metropolis camped-out. Chances are that it will be a costly exercise (both in terms of ISK and lost ships) to invade the enemy home region. So instead of instigating a direct assault, you flip the Monopoly Tower and focus on attacking and controlling outer regions where (probably) there’s less resistance.

One particular card worthy of mention when employing this Alt Win strategy is the Ibis. Puny little beggar though it is, if you have a few of them docked-and-locked then they will simultaneously count towards two of the Monopoly Tower’s win conditions.
Caldari Base – Mogul Tower
At the beginning of your management phase, players who control at least three regions fewer than the player who controls the most regions, lose the game.

Like its Gallente counterpart, this Alt Win starbase needs a deck that packs a bit of punch, since it’s essential in this scenario to be able to invade and defend outer regions. The key element to securing your win in this instance rests with your choice of which outer regions to play. For example, if you can deploy and occupy Stain early in the game then it ensures that you can dictate the pace of expansion and not get spread too thin too early (not to mention preventing non-home region income for your opponent). Follow Stain up with Insmother and this region will defend itself… and already you’re two thirds of the way toward victory.

Of course the critical factor is not to relinquish control of your regions in case your opponent starts slapping down twin Oneiros or a Guardian or two… try winning back your hard-fought regions from these Immovable Objects. Practically impossible (without a Scorpion, that is, or maybe a few Mutiny to deal with the Oneiros). Beware also that you don’t leave your home region undefended as you spread yourself out across the galaxy.

One card that moulds well with this particular strategy is the Ancestral Homeland. All your ships receive a pump to firepower and shields when in the same region as the Homeland whether you control the region or not. Very useful for defending or reclaiming territory.
Amarr Base – Reclamation Tower
At the beginning of your management phase, if any player's starbase shield is 20 or higher, every other player who controls at least one fewer region(s) than him or her loses the game.

As regards methods of beefing up your starbase shield, there’s probably too many to mention them all here. Of course it would be easy to stuff your deck full of starbase structures but the danger is that you don’t leave sufficient room for ships, news and locations, which could upset the drawing balance of your deck. The best bet then is to use those cards which give the maximum shield pump per card, for example Stairway to Heaven, Incubation Dome and Censor Office. Other more modest pumpers include Cathedral, Warp Disruption Field, House of Ill Repute, Human Containment Facilities and Legal Department. Don’t forget also that you can play multiple copies of these cards to get your shield above the 20 threshold.

The thing to beware here is that your opponent could be beefing up his base as well, which could inadvertently qualify for the Alt Win. A possible way around this could be to use structures which give a greater than +1 shield pump (as mentioned above), and then slap down an Institute of Bureaucracy. This will nerf all of the starbase shielding in play, but it will hit those structures with +1 shields (i.e. not yours!) the hardest, so you still maintain advantage. Multiple Ibis in your dock will further strengthen your lead in the shields race. After that, a well-timed News card to negate or destroy the Institute could push your shield past the requisite 20, just in time for the start of your management phase…

Another card worthy of note in this scenario is the Juggernaut Platform. Although this card on its own won’t help you towards an Alt Win (because of the pending ability that returns to your hand at the start of your turn), any Platforms that your opponent has in play could prove problematic, because the +6 shields take effect during your turn and, more importantly, when the Reclamation Tower text triggers… Pity that there wasn’t a method of keeping your own Platforms in play during your turn - I’m having a real Mind Clash trying to come up with a way to do this…
Minmatar Base – Coercion Tower
At the beginning of your turn, if one player has no ISK in the wallet, no cards in hand, and controls no outer region, then he or she loses the game.

The thing to notice about this Victory Condition is that its timing is different from the other Towers. This Alt Win will trigger at the beginning of your turn, whereas the others all kick in at the beginning of your management phase. How this will affect play is pretty important: With the other Towers, a player will have an income step which could provide the opportunity to play News to bring about their win conditions before their management phase when the Starbase text triggers. Not so with the Coercion Tower… You have to set everything up either during your opponent’s turn or during the turn of your own which directly precedes it. This will have serious implications on how you handle your ISK.

The conditions for this Alt Win strategy might seem like a bit of a tall order because your opponent needs to simultaneously have an empty hand and wallet, as well as being cooped up solely in their home region. But when you think about it, part of this strategy is in keeping with your enemy’s objective – they want to spend their ISK getting cards out of their hand and into play. If this is what’s happening consistently after a few turns then it’s likely that they’re in a very strong position in the game. However, a quick flip of your Starbase could have them adopting a more cautious style of play, where they don’t want to help you along the way to your Alt Win, therefore they keep a few cards back that they might otherwise have played. Although this will make it more of an uphill struggle for you to fulfil your Tower’s victory conditions, it could weaken your enemy’s position considerably, which is of course no bad thing.

To enable you to take a proactive approach in depleting your opponent’s resources there are a number of cards geared specifically towards this. Thukker Pirate Haven can turn your attack on an enemy base into both a lucrative venture for you and a costly one for your opponent, and a quick follow-up with Hacker Ethics will let you use your new-found wealth to further empty their coffers. Faulty Implant Manager can effectively take a two-card chunk out of an opponent’s hand, and this could be supplemented by multiple Arkonor mining. Or maybe use The Databank to gain hand extension and then hit them with House of Animosity.

Finally, to fulfil the last part of this Alt Win strategy, even the most ardent fleet will run for home if faced with the hard-hitting Stabber (especially if pumped with some War Tattoos!) or use the devastating Thrasher to turn your spare cash into kills.
"The race is not always to the swift..." Alternative Wins in EVE: TSG. Part II
By Brian Connolly
Part II: Multi-Racial Wins

Aside from the race-specific methods of attaining an Alt Win afforded by the various Towers, there are certain cards which can be utilised by all races to attain the same objective. More importantly, once these cards are in play they can be used simultaneously by everyone – meaning that, like the Tower wins, if you’re not careful then your strategy could be used against you.

Let’s examine each of the cards in question:
Eve Gate
Ships cannot activate their commands in this region. At the beginning of your turn, set aside the top card of your market until the end of this game. When you have set aside 10 cards in this way, you win the game.

The idea here is to occupy the Eve Gate outer region and defend it until your tenth turn thereafter. Each time your turn begins and you’re still in control of the region, you set the top card of your deck aside. When your little stack of cards gets ten deep then you’ve won. Pretty straightforward you might think, but as usual there are a few nuances to consider…

If you think about putting one card aside each turn, it’s obvious that you will be unable to use them during normal play. Although you could argue that this would have a practically negligible effect on the odds of drawing a particular card, the cumulative effect is significant: Over the course of a game with a minimum-sized deck, putting ten cards aside means that nearly 20% of your total market will be unavailable to you. The only effective way to counter this is to build a high degree of ‘redundancy’ into your deck, and by this I mean you should have as many copies of any given card as your collection will allow (actually, this is a good idea no matter what your deck archetype!). Decide on a 13 cards that you really want in your deck and then use 4 copies of each, rather than picking 17 cards and only being able to fit in 3 copies. If possible, and if it’s in keeping with the rest of your strategy, try to use different cards with similar effects – for example, there are mechanisms like Direct Damage, Starbase Structure / Location Removal and Anti-News that can be invoked with more than one card. Utilising this fact will add more redundancy to your deck, which in turn will allow you to suffer the loss of your key cards with greater ease, because with the Eve Gate once they’re gone they stay gone.

Looking at the attributes of the Eve Gate region itself, we can see that it generates no income and allows for no deployment of locations. In addition, ships occupying the Eve Gate are prohibited from activating their commands, so trading is impossible. In other words, the only benefit gained from controlling this outer region is the Alt Win itself. This could well limit your scope for income generation, so it would be wise to compensate for this accordingly. Additionally, the inability to ambush or patrol makes defending the Eve Gate more difficult than usual, which could force you out of your comfort zone by making you alter your combat style, or even the type and number of ships in your deck.

This type of win will probably work best with Amarr and Gallente decks which are packing their respective Logistics Cruisers – the Guardian and Oneiros – because these big ships are hard to shift once they get settled. Perhaps ironically, it’s also Amarr and Gallente decks which can hinder an Eve Gate Alt Win by the simplest means, namely the Forsaken Ruins / Endless Re-runs combo. However, no matter what race you favour, expect a huge slugfest over this hotly-contested region if you choose to attain victory by this method.
Archeological Site
When Archeological Site comes into play, you may draw a card. At the beginning of your turn, if you control an Archeological Site in four different regions, you win the game. 

At first glance the mechanism for this Alt Win seems a bit unlikely – you have to be able to get the four Archaeological Sites out of your deck and into different regions (which means at least three outer regions) and then assume or maintain control of these regions until the start of your next turn. Bit of a tall order, not least of all because of the narrow odds of being able to draw all four sites. This situation can be helped by including several copies of Reflection of Time, but it’s still a tough one because by the time you’ve drawn the Sites it’s likely that any regions in play will have hit their location cap. And then there’s always the danger that if you do get a Site into play, you might be forced to relinquish control of the region that it’s in.
Probability and playability issues aside, once your opponent realises that you’re aiming for this kind of win then there’s a lot they can do to hinder your plans, or wreck them completely – cards such as Exiled from the Empire and Precognition Tower can target the Archaeological Site directly; once you have a Site or two out then your strategy is vulnerable to wreckage from Exposed Plans, Armageddon Project, The Universe Is Too Small and Prophecy of Macaber. Even the use of a Sentinel Hive could have you struggling to capture a fourth outer region because you can’t play your Sites at home.

Fortunately there are plenty of effective location manipulation mechanisms available, and while your opponent can use cards like Sabotaged Beacon and Slave-dog Stowaways to remove your deployed sites from play, there’s nothing to stop you also from using these cards to your advantage: Dam Torsad could be used for turbo-deployment of all your Archaeological Sites, then you recycle them back into your hand with the Beacon, or maybe a Slavedog / Trial of Expedition combo, then you’re free to scatter the Sites across other regions and get your win. SCC Global Market and By the Emperor’s Decree can help get the sites out quickly too, and the aforementioned location-removing cards are also good for negating the cap on any fully-populated regions.

Because this strategy is pretty fragile it might be best to include some mechanisms for resurrecting your dead Sites from the scrapheap. Salvage Drones, Sansha’s Nation, Ginnungagap and Human Containment Facilities should all do the trick.

To be honest though, because of its many drawbacks I can see the Archaeological Site as being the least popular method for an Alt Win – but this could mean that it’s also the least-expected, which could make for a devastating deck if you can get it right!!
SCC Global Market
(91 ISK): If target starbase is dealt damage this turn, it is destroyed.

Technically, this card does not provide you with an Alternative Victory condition per se; however, what it does is greatly facilitate achieving a normal win by blowing the enemy starbase into bits with a meagre 1 damage. The prohibitive factor is that you’ll need a load of moolah to do it – 91 ISK to be precise – and, as mentioned above, there’s always the danger that your opponent can utilise this tactic against you.

Usually during a game you will consistently empty your wallet over the course of your turn. Any spare change that you have is typically best kept for playing ad-hoc News cards. My point is that it can be extremely difficult to ‘save up’ the requisite 91 ISK, so it’s probably best that your deck has some “Get Rich Quick” teching built in. That way you can accumulate the necessary funds for the SCC Global Market victory in one fell swoop, rather than over the course of several turns (whereby your opponent can see your plans from light-years away and react accordingly).

Currently there’s a number of ways to rake in a load of income at once: You could strip-mine an Arkanor belt with multiple haulers and a Flourishing Trade Route; or, once your fleet is deployed, you slap down a Safety Regulations Revamped with some Subsidized Industries in force; or there’s always the notorious Frailty Tower + Stabbers + Insurance Fraud combo. No matter what method you settle for, it’s worthwhile remembering that the SCC Global Market can also help you get the necessary cards out more readily.
Hit the Deck!!
I have to admit that when I first got into the game I was so caught up in a frenzy of bloodlust thinking of ways to pummel starbases that I nearly missed something critical:

If you are supposed to draw a card when none are left in your deck, you lose the game.

Nothing to do with the text on any cards, here’s an actual gameplay mechanism that affords an Alternative Victory Condition. Okay, so winning or losing in this manner can’t really be classed as “alternative” because there it is in the rules under the normal Victory Conditions, but think about it: A win like this probably happens so infrequently that it’s best to be grouped along with the rest of the Alts - pardon my copious amounts of creative interpretation, but hear me out… If you consider a game where there’s minimum-sized decks and no fancy extra drawing (like with the Society of Conscious Thought or the Venal Tower), then it’s going to be at least Round 45 before anyone gets their entire market depleted. Any games that I’ve played are usually over in half this time, so the chances of a game dragging on until someone gets ‘decked’ seem pretty slim. Unless you develop a means of making your opponent’s market disappear at a quicker rate than normal that is, and there’s plenty of ways to achieve this.

Exhausted, House of Ill Repute and Furnace Mill can all be used to send cards straight from the market to the scrapheap. Not only does this push your opponent towards getting decked, it’s also likely to have them howling in frustration as their juicy big cards bypass their hand entirely. A lot of decks rely on a few key cards as part of their integral strategy, so the loss of any of these cards to the scrapheap can really tip the balance in your favour.

There are also a great many cards that force your opponent to discard from their hand, including Ferox, Exposed Plans, Arkonor, Faulty Implant Manager, Perch of Persecution, Security Breach and House of Animosity. The possible advantage with these cards in a decking strategy, aside from the annoyance factor, is that they could entice your opponent to draw heavily (e.g. by forfeiting income) to replenish their hand, and all the while their market is getting closer to rock bottom.

Even if your deck doesn’t have any specific mechanics to deplete the enemy market, it’s worthwhile considering that if a game does drag on (which it could, despite what I said above) then sooner or later one of you is going to run out of cards. A simple trick like occupying Sansha’s Nation could allow you to recycle your scrapheap instead of drawing each turn, effectively creating a “draw timesink” where you’re guaranteed not to deck before you opponent. Putting cards back into your market, for instance with Slave-dog Stowaways or Human Containment Facilities, could also help in this instance.
Cathedral - the Alt Win Cute-all
When your starbase is upgraded, destroy Cathedral and draw a card. Your opponents cannot win the game unless your starbase is destroyed. You cannot lose the game unless your starbase is destroyed.

Okay, so hopefully by now everybody’s drooling with glee over their new Alternate Victory deck ideas and the carnage that will ensue. Then it hits you: Behold the grace and majesty of The Cathedral (fanfare of heavenly trumpets….) There it is in a one-card nutshell – the end of the Alt Win strategy you spent so long devising. The key element of this card is that the owner in question cannot be beaten unless their starbase is destroyed. “What? But I just decked you after I undocked my armada of ships from my 30-shield starbase, emptied your wallet and your hand and threw my 4 Archaeological sites into all those different regions I control...and... and… ARRRGGH!”

You get the picture? None of it matters unless you’ve teched your deck to counter this one card. Similarly, it’s safe to say that if you’re able to get a Cathedral of your own into play, then you only have to worry about not getting blitzed. Opponent’s been sitting on the Eve Gate the whole game? Happy camping, muchacho…

Another point to note is that if you’re going for one of the Alt Wins that doesn’t involve decking, your own Cathedral will stop your plan backfiring on you should your opponent attempt to utilise your card text.

Of course, there’s a number of ways to bring the hallowed walls of the Cathedral tumbling down (even if it’s just temporarily), including using Legal Department, Mind Trap, Gravity Storm, Depleted Resources, Power Shortage, the Precognition Tower ability, Bomb Threat… or possibly an assault from a Caracal pumped with Guerilla Warfare (if you’re Minmatar) or Central Fleet Command (if you’re Caldari)… By whatever means, some anti-Cathedral teching is imperative for any Alt Win deck, and there’s enough variety here to mould well with your chosen archetype.
In Conclusion
Hopefully this has given some food-for-thought to both noobs and veterans alike. I think it’s worthwhile to try and come up with deck ideas that are a bit different from the usual blitzers that tend to pervade the playing community, if for no other reason than to witness the surprised look on your opponent’s face. Plus, the greater the variety in the metagame then the more this already fantastic CCG will evolve and stay fresh…

Just remember, it’s a 0.0 low-sec jungle out there, so you gotta be decked and teched to deal with it:

“The race is not always to the swift nor the battle to the strong… but that’s the way to bet!”



Brian Connolly

September 2006.
Shipless
By Tallest
Jan 8th 2007

Not all gamers are motivated by the same things. Some see gaming as an education of sorts; an opportunity to learn things through practical application of the strategies they bring to the game, whether those strategies involve diplomacy, deduction, math, deception or whatever else happens to tickle the intellect. Others see it as a way to express themselves, a form of art where they can show off their creative chops. And then there are people who simply want to win…

While most people are a blend of all of these things, usually one of the three predominates. I myself, for example, am more inclined to try to express myself rather than win or learn something new. Don’t get me wrong; I do play to win. It’s just that I want to win on my own terms. Winning for victory’s sake doesn’t do it for me. I want to win because I was original or because I was cleverer than my opponent, not because I was calm and calculated. The area where this obsession shows itself the most is deck-building. I love making decks: the farther-fetched the idea, the more fun it is to build and play with.

While not the wackiest notion ever conceived, shipless* deck-building is a challenge nonetheless, and so that’s what I’m going to try and tackle this week.

The first thing to keep in mind is that in all likelihood I will be playing against ships, and without ships of my own I will need to defend myself some other way. Actually, that's probably the second thing I should worry about. The first thing I should worry about is how to win the game without a single ship in my deck.

After going through all my cards, I came up with the following three ways:

   1. Steal my opponent's ships with Mutiny
   2. Go for the alternate win condition provided by Coercion Tower
   3. Empty my opponent's market with Furnace Mill

And the winner is...
Mutiny!

This may not conform strictly to the spirit of shipless deck-building - since you're ultimately going to be winning with ships - but think how satisfying it's going to be to pull this off. With only four copies of Mutiny in your market, this would be nigh-on impossible. Therefore, you need some ways to increase your chances of drawing multiple copies of it.

Mutiny can be played by both Caldari and Minmatar; I'm going to go for Caldari here, because they are better at scrounging up the cards you need, when you need them. A few cards spring to mind: Salvage Drones, Human Containment Facilities and Sansha's Nation are good for bringing things back from the scrapheap, and Black Market can fetch you the ones you have in your market (as long as you have spare cards with the same printed price as Mutiny [4 ISK]). A good candidate for this would be Market Research Lab, since it, also, can help you draw the right cards.

Seeing as how the deck has a somewhat narrow focus, it's probably a good idea to draw more cards with the help of Information at a Cost. Bad News, while good for drawing cards, has poor synergy with Mutiny, so it's best to skip those. For defense, you'll need some EMP Minefields and Sentry Guns. I also like Incubation Dome, because it helps with building up massive shield and income numbers in the late game. The slightest disruption to the plan could lose the game for this deck, so a full set of four Mind Controls will also be necessary.

Let's see what we have so far:

NEWS:

4 Mutiny
4 Salvage Drones
4 Information at a Cost
4 Mind Control
2 Black Market

STARBASE STRUCTURES:

4 Market Research Lab
4 EMP Minefield
4 Sentry Gun
4 Incubation Dome
2 Human Containment Facilities

Total: 36 cards

Seeing as how you don't have any ships to boost your income with outer regions, you can fill the rest of the deck with locations. That makes sixteen locations:

LOCATIONS: 

4 Veldspar
4 Tourist Resort
4 Interstellar Trade Post
2 Sansha's Scout Outpost
2 Remote Research Facility

Total: 52 cards.

Add one starbase and three outer regions, microwave on low for 3 minutes and you've got yourself a delicious shipless deck!

Precognition Tower

Sansha's Nation
Ginnungagap
Serpentis Prime

Until next time, your Tallest.

P.S. Happy New Year!

*Whether my automated spell-checker (words, not sorcery) will admit it or not, this is an actual word, meaning "destitute of ships." (Webster's Revised Unabridged Dictionary (1913)
Speed is the Key
By Steven Redpath, aka stevetheone
Jan 15th 2007

While I have only been constructing decks and playing EVE for a couple of months, I have a wealth of experience from playing a whole host of other CCGs, from Magic to Shadowrun, Babylon 5 to Warlord, and one key fact is true for all of these games as well as EVE: if you gain an early advantage you are more likely to win.

In EVE, this advantage is gained by getting your ISK production up and then building ships as quickly as possible. Cards like Veldspar and Interstellar Trade Post allow you to generate income safely from home without worrying about your opponent disrupting it by warping in ships to target your miners, and once you get one or two outer regions in play, Slave Mines allows you to gain income without having to waste ISK on locations, (it also works well in combination with the Bantam in terms of both card draw and generating some income from mining).

The Khanid Kingdom and Metropolis are great outer regions, as they allow you to control what your opponent does, and with the right ships in play (ambushers and patrollers), they will be safe from most of the more offensive ships your opponent has. They do this in different ways. With The Khanid Kingdom out quickly, your opponent has to decide whether to give you part of his income so that he can activate his ships’ commands (reducing his ability to bring more cards out and increasing your income), or ignore their orders, either way you win. Metropolis is good for buying you time either because things have not gone your way or because you just need that little extra time to get a fleet ready to attack their home region. Putting four to five of your low-cost ships in this outer region will prevent your opponent from making attacks on your home region as she will be unlikely to want to waste her income unless she can destroy you in one blow, or be forced to attack a region that should be well protected with mainly ambushers. This should give you the time to regroup, plan and gain control of the game. This then should leave you in the position to strike when you want at the opposing star base.

Once you have the income coming in, your next concern is the ships. As speed is your key to gaining board advantage, you don't want to be waiting for the large battleships of your faction to turn up in order to win the game. There are two reasons for this. The first is that the battleships cost a lot more. This means you are spending between 10 - 15 ISK on one ship when you could be putting 2-3 into play or, even worse, saving up the ISK to get one out when you should be putting ships like Burst, Atron or Kestrel out that will help defend your regions with their abilities and, when needed, warp into your opponent home region as part of a sizeable fleet and win the game.

The second drawback to these ships is the time it takes to assemble them. While Assembly 2 does not seem too bad it does give an opponent the chance to drop a couple of quick and cheap ships and go on the offensive, which could leave you with not enough ships to win and a race to see who can rebuild their fleets the quickest. Assembly 3 ships are a red light to any decent player who will take the two turns to drop as many ships as he can in order to win the game or just wipe out your fleet. While there are ways of bringing the large ships out more quickly (e.g. Lonetrek, New Assembly Technique and Junkyard Dock) these cards are not the best use of your resources. Waiting for the big cruisers and battlecruisers to come into play could lose you the game when the smaller frigates and destroyers could have won it for you.

Starbase structures also have an important, if subsidiary, role to play. In a deck that is using small ships, Scrap Metal Garage and Advanced Shipyard are important cards. Just having Advanced Shipyards in play not only improves your base defense by one point (as does the Scrap Metal Garage) it can pay for itself in one turn by allowing you to bring even more ships out even faster. That 1 ISK per ship can easily allow you to get an extra ship into play, and that could be the deciding factor in the game. By putting Scrap Metal Garage into such a deck, you are acknowledging that you are going to lose ships, but with this card those ships are going to buy the ships still in your market. And with enough extra ISK in your wallet from this card (which one or two ships can give) you then have the choice of pulling that extra card instead of taking your income, once again boosting your chances of winning.

In the end, the odds are the first player to make a credible strike at the opposing star base is going to win, and dropping 4-6 ISK ships quickly and easily means you are more likely to do that whilst protecting your assets than if you are relying on the heavier hitters coming out.

Steven Redpath, aka stevetheone
The Path Less Taken
by Michael Miller, aka izumo13
Jan 22nd 2007

Sometimes, in life, it can be tempting to follow the leader. A successful strategy is one that is likely to be duplicated, sometimes even outright copied. This is as true as ever in the realm of CCGs. The successful decks are mimicked and copied. Changes are made to decks, but the core strategy stays the same.


    Even in the short period of time that I've played EVE, and even given the game's newness, I see this behaviour shaping up. A lot of people concentrate only on ships and swinging for the win with large fleets. The games turn into contests to simply see who can get out the biggest/most ships the fastest, and once a player is assured victory, a large attack seals the deal.

    While traditional and perhaps even noble, such strategies are rarely innovative. One player may have stumbled onto a combo that works well for his deck. Another may be using a novel selection of cards for his sideboard to counter what he is going to play against. The variety dwindles as players seek "the optimal deck.". Such narrow-mindedness opens a door for those who are willing to dare trying the unlikely or the unthinkable.

    Consider starbase structures: Most players treat them as being additions to their deck. Cards that add novel or helpful effects to their own strategy, or that perhaps hindering their opponent’s efforts. They play an auxiliary role in most decks, helping to set a player up for the win, which invariably comes about though use of his ships. You may not consider them as being something to build your deck around, but take another look. All of the tools you need for a winning strategy are right there, waiting for you to use.

    Construction Platforms are a great way to help get more structures on the board, and they boost your shields to boot, while Moon Harvesters provide location-less income more often than not. Sentry Guns provide you with good defenses against frigates, while EMP Minefields help keep your opponent from crushing your defenses with larger ships, and Warp Disruption Fields keep the number of quick, early attackers to a minimum. The Salt Mill can play a vital role in establishing your economy, as can the Market Research Lab.

    Further into the game, utility cards like Human Containment Facilities, Market Research Lab, and Investment Bank keep your deck chugging along, while a Censor Office and a House of Animosity can foil your opponent’s strategies by shutting down Exiled from the Empire and Depleted Resources, or by keeping their hand empty.

    The all-starbase structure deck even has cards to actively secure the win for you with multiple Furnace Mills chewing away at your opponent's deck. Simply sitting there and building up will not win very many games however, so Amarr players in particular are blessed with many options for thinning out the opposition. The card Blood Raiders looks suspiciously good in a ship-less deck. Even The Cult of Tetrimon's drawback is less stinging in a deck that builds up slowly over time, rewarding patience over haste.

    New strategies require new ways of looking at the game, and better yet, force other players to think even harder about how to play the game.

Michael Miller
The Minmatar Junkyard
By Matthew Chaloux, aka Erdain
Jan 29th 2007

The Minmatar Junkyard deck focuses on paralyzing the opponent by eliminating their ships. After playing the Minmatar Starter deck, I noticed a few cards that would contribute a great deal to this theme.

Adaster's Disaster and Remnant of Vak'atioth are the first cards on our list, with the potential to destroy the enemy ships before they can claim any territories, mine, or attack our forces. Sprinkle in Day of Retribution for dealing with regional attacks, and Impending Doom for speeding up our assembling, and we’re well on our way.

News:
4x Adaster's Disaster
4x Remnant of Vak'atioth
2x Day of Retribution
2x Impending Doom

Next we’ll focus on the ships chosen, and how they play in to the overall theme. Most of our ISK will be used to fuel cruisers, and news, so we want to keep frigate prices as low as we can. We’ll want to use Hoarders for their trading ability, and defensive value. The Vigil costs only 3 ISK to play and has the potential to force enemy ships into bad situations, so it makes a great addition. The Burst's low cost and ambush 3 make it perfect for guarding your first locations. Add in Reapers, which don’t need to be assembled, and we have ourselves all the frigates we’ll need.

For our other ships, Scythe's and Thrashers are excellent choices to deal with frigates. The Scythe is particularly potent in combination with the Frailty Tower, which must be used with caution. The Bellicose's warp scramble and buyback make it an asset in combination with the Vigils. Add in a few Ruptures and a Scimitar and you have a versatile fleet of ships.

Ships:
4x Reaper
4x Burst
3x Hoarder
2x Bellicose
2x Vigil
4x Scythe
2x Rupture
2x Thrasher
1x Scimitar
Total Cards So Far: 36

For the Minmatar Junkyard to work we’ll want as much ISK as soon as possible; this means pulling in 6 or 7 ISK by our second turn. Adding in Crokite for its ability to ward off attackers, we should have 19 locations:

Locations:
2x Scordite
2x Omber
2x Star Chart Enterprises
2x Interstellar Trade Post
3x Crokite
4x Forgotten Paradise
4x Veldspar

This gives us a viable deck, but adding in Sentry Gun for defense, and an Early Warning System can work in our favor:

Starbase Structures:
4x Sentry Gun
1x Early Warning System
Add in our regions and we’re done:

Frailty Tower
Stain
Sansha’s Nation
Moon of Ndoria
Total cards: 60 + regions

Voila, with the correct play this deck will send its opponents into a rage trying to take control of galaxy.

Matthew
Outer Regions
By Matthew Chaloux, aka Erdain
Feb 19th 2007

A large part of Eve: The Second Genesis is spent fighting over Outer Regions. Some regions see play often (Stain, Sansha’s Nation, Lonetrek) while others are rarely used (Serpentis Prime, Eve Gate, Kyonoke Pit). Many of these regions can be used together to produce a better effect for our decks. This article shows how all regions have their uses, even if they don’t appeal to us the first time you read it. Because some regions have unique abilities, they will be examined individually, while others will be grouped together.

While all regions give us an advantage, we always have to be careful because an opponent may force a retreat and claim the territory as their own. So how do we protect our regions? There are a few regions that make this easier on us like The Tierijev Pocket, Insmother and Scalding Pass. However, if we’re playing with a lot of ambushing ships we may want to consider Kyonoke Pit. While the Kyonoke Pit reduces normal damage, ambush remains the same. This makes ambushing all the more useful. Kyonoke Pit also has the potential for a good mining income. A drawback to these regions is that there is no good way to defend them early in the game.

A Hoarder makes an excellent defense ship early on as it has high shields, and we receive a trade income. Better yet, if we have a Hoarder and Forgotten Paradise in our opening hand, we can claim Ginnungagap or Sansha’s Nation the first turn, jump-starting our economy. Metropolis is effective in defending our home region from attacks early on, but it rarely helps our economy. Molden Heath reduces the cost of upgrading our starbase, and has economic potential with 5 location slots and +2 isk income; however Molden Heath does not make a good first region, as its cost is a bit high. The Khanid Kingdom effectively shuts down early-game ambushing and patrolling, and has a good amount of location slots, making it fairly defensible, if we have Crokite or Ancestral Homeland. Society of Conscious Thought makes a great addition to a Caldari deck, where other cards allow extra drawing as well (or it makes a great combination card with Sansha’s Nation for cycling the scrapheap); however, its high cost, and lack of isk income, Society of Conscious Thought is best used as our second or third Outer Region. Next, if using many low-cost low-assembly ships, the Moon of Ndoria can give us an edge with the isk.

The last 7 Outer Regions' are primarily used to enhance a decks’ focus. Serpentis Prime can be used to play cards like Mammoth to hasten the assembly of any two other ships, for those high assembly cost decks. Stain’s best played early in the game, before our opponents have any outer regions in play; a Forgotten Paradise can be used to give the extra edge we need to play this on our first turn along with a scout. Lonetrek is expensive, but if isk is not a problem (as is common with the Gallente) it provides the threat of a cruiser or battleship coming into play with little warning. Cloud Ring has a large income bonus but does not do well in command oriented decks, and should be used only for decks with high defense. Heaven is an excellent choice for a Minmatar deck focusing on ambushing, kamikaze, or destruction news card like Adaster's Disaster, where enemy ships are destroyed often. Dam Torsad is an impressive card, used to search out cards like Sisters of Eve or Archaeological Site; Dam Torsad is used for searching for those needed combination cards.

Well you maybe wondering, 'What about the Eve Gate?' The Eve Gate does not see much action in many games because it cannot be defended by cards like Crokite, and does not contribute to the economy. The main problem with the Eve Gate is protecting both it and our starbase at the same time. Why is the Eve Gate more difficult to defend than other regions? It is harder to defend because we don’t want an opponent to control it, so we need to divert many resources to defending it, leaving our station more vulnerable. A few tricks to keep control the Eve Gate include using a Guardian, Basilisk or Oneiros which take no damage from enemies, or forcing our opponents into longer assembly times using Lost Deliveries and Endless Reruns. As you see, there are a few ways to use Eve Gate, but it is a hard card to play well consistently.

All regions have their uses, and hopefully this gives you a better idea of which regions to use to optimize your deck. Using the correct outer regions can change a good deck into a great one.

Matthew
Deck Building on a Budget
By Zachery Walters, aka AgentZero
Mar 6th 2007

Even though I don’t post as often as I probably should, I do read the Second Genesis forums at least twice a day, and do my best to keep abreast of what the community is saying about the game. It has been in the process of this that I have noticed a few things that got me thinking, and spurred me to write this article. A number of the decks posted in the forums are presented with reminders that the owners don’t possess all the cards they feel are necessary for the success of the deck.

There have also been a few comments about people missing a few cards, despite opening up several booster displays. I don’t mean to single these people out for derision, and I can’t really address their missing card woes, but I can do something about the perception that it takes a lot of money and cards to build a quality deck. While it may be true that building the perfect deck takes a lot of time and hunting for singles, you don’t have to have access to unlimited resources to make a competitive deck. In order to illustrate my point, I thought I should provide an example of deck building on a budget. Spending only forty dollars (a reasonable buy-in for a game, I think) I will construct a tournament-legal deck out of a starter kit and six boosters. I’m going to try writing the article as I go, so please bear with me. Here goes.

Okay, I’ve chosen to go with a Great War starter (starter kit cardlists), and after opening both it and the boosters, I have quite a few cards to work with. After removing all the regions, there were only 17 cards in the boosters that were not playable by either Gallente or Caldari, so I think I came out a little ahead in terms of the size of my card pool, but a few of those unusable cards (six to be exact) are uncommon or rare, and all but one of those are Minmatar-only. I already wish I had gone with the other starter kit, but there’s no turning back now; my money is already spent. It’s time to go through the remaining 67 cards and decide whether I should play Caldari or Gallente.

It was a tough choice, but I have decided to go with Caldari. I had originally decided upon the Gallente, and even written most of a paragraph telling you why, but as I constructed the deck, it became clear that while the Gallente would have afforded me a greater range of news cards, and more than a few cruisers I was lucky enough to pull from the boosters, I simply did not have enough frigates playable by them. It came down to a choice between strong ships and strong news, and the ships won out. Without the redundancy a large pool of frigates would afford me, a bad draw with the Gallente deck would have allowed me to deny my opponent plenty of opportunities with my news, but wouldn’t have provided me any of my own. Now, I’m going to finish getting these cards in order, and then I can reveal what I came up with.

The deck is finished, and all in all, I’m pretty happy with it. I still think those Minmatar cards (especially the Stabber and two War Tattoos) would have made for a nice deck, but there’s no use crying over opened boosters. Without further ado, here’s the deck list:

The Shoestring Strikeforce Deck

Regions
Precognition Tower
Heaven
The Khanid Kingdom
Sansha's Nation

Locations
4x Veldspar
4x Interstellar Trade Post
2x Omber
2x Sansha's Scout Outpost

Ships
4x Kestrel (of course!)
4x Incursus
4x Heron
3x Condor
2x Vigil
2x Maulus
2x Griffin
2x Merlin
2x Blackbird

News
3x Stubborn Mechanic
2x Outmaneuvered
2x Information at a Cost
2x Ship Computer Glitch
2x Impending Doom

Starbase Structures
2x EMP Minefield
2x Sentry Gun

I’ll just start at the top and work my way down. The deck is designed to deny enemy ships their abilities and mobility as much as possible. The card draw granted by the Venal Towerr would be nice, but I’m worried about the deck’s lack of anti-news cards, so Precognition Tower steps in as a stop gap measure. Heaven's use is pretty straightforward, as is The Khanid Kingdom's, but I included Sansha's Nation for a very specific reason: most of the denial I’m using comes from my ships, so I need to be able to sacrifice them with some degree of confidence. It also allows me to use the Omber with fewer inhibitions, and this deck can use all the income it can get.

I was a little unsure about including those last four ships, given my rather limited location-based income, but they only make for 8 of my 25 ship cards, and only two of them (the Blackbirds) cost more than 5 ISK. The other 17 ship chards cost 3 or less, making for very rapid deployment of my fleet. While there is plenty of muscle distributed throughout, the real strength of this fleet lays in abilities it can bring to bear. There’s plenty of Warp Scramble in the deck, and I think it (along with Target Jam and Sensor Dampen, to lesser degrees) will be the key to victory. By locking down and disabling my enemy’s ships, I can remove a lot of the tactical maneuvering that is EVE combat, and make it all about brute force, which if I hit early enough, I will have on my side.

As you can see, with the exception of the Stubborn Mechanics, my news cards came directly from the Caldari starter deck, but that’s not really a problem for me. While I’d certainly like more of each card to work with (not to mention some Mind Controls) I really can’t complain about the spread of effects I have available. They compliment my fleet’s capabilities nicely, allowing me faster access to my ships and even more ability and mobility denial.

Finally, the starbase structures are simply there because I had the room for them. I was out of useful ships and news (at least the cards I had sufficient copies of), and figured that some home defense would do this deck some good. The more ships I can send out against my opponent, the better, and these two structures go a long way towards making that possible.

That’s it! Like I promised a couple hours ago, this deck may not win every engagement it’s in, but it should make a good showing of itself. And to those of you who may point out my lack of a sideboard, it’s not that I have ceased championing their usefulness, I simply didn’t have enough cards to make a useful one.

Zack
EVE Alliance Play
By Stefan Schubert, aka schubi
Mar 15th 2007

The alliance play format is not very popular at the moment. This is mostly due to lack of players, but I can foresee a great future for it, like in many other games. The plus side of EVE is that you don't have to share a body of a two-headed giant, you just share a home region. To get more out of it than just sharing regions with your alliance partner, you will have to take a different approach to both deck building and the way you play your cards. With this article, I would like to give some hints and tips for your next (or maybe even your first) alliance match.

Your first step should be the planning of your strategy and your decks. The key is to combine the strategies of more than one deck so that they work well together; always have in mind that you want to destroy your opponents' alliance and not hinder your own. The better your synergy is (not just in your own deck, but with all the decks of your alliance members) the higher your advantage over your opponents will be. If you’re unsure of where to begin, Ian's first article can give you some great insight into synergistic decks.

As I already mentioned, all alliance members share one home region. Furthermore your starbases count as a single large one, with the combined shields of the individual towers protecting your home region. When it comes to towers, use the rule of thumb: every time it says “player” in the alternative win conditions, consider it being “alliance.” The exception would be Enthrallment Tower, because alliance members don't share their wallets. The nice thing about the Enthrallment Tower is that it hurts all your opponents’ wallets, and by claiming all friendly outer regions for just one turn, you can get the maximum out of upgrading your starbase.

Another nice multiplayer tower is the Empiric Tower, especially when all your alliance members concentrate on ships with the patrol command. You can even add a second Empiric Tower into the mix for some serious attack strength—but keep in mind that your opponents get that bonus as well.

Finding outer regions for your alliance decks might be tricky, due to the fact that no region can be played twice. So in a 3v3 you might end up stuck very fast, because all your regions are already played by other players. Try not to double up on regions in your alliance’s decks. If the need arises, you can switch the control of regions for the next turn to distribute income or use their abilities, i.e. rush ships with Lonetrek or draw a card from your scrapheap with Sansha's Nation.

While assembling your deck, keep an eye on the wording of the cards: “all opponents“ and “all friendly” are way more important during an alliance game than during a duel or other non-team formats. For example: Oneiros will grant a +4 to shields to all ships of your alliance member in the same region, which comes in quite handy.

During alliance matches you are allowed to communicate with your fellow members during the game and I very much encourage you to do so. Lost Deliveries will do your partners no good, unless he has news (Impending Doom, New Assembly Technique, etc.) or other means (Labor Quarters) to counter it while your enemies are supposed to suffer from it.

Creating team decks gives you a lot of opportunities. You can distribute all the cards across several decks: One member plays 4 Sentry Gun and the other plays 4 EMP Minefields, which will be a good defense for your combined starbases. Keep in mind, though, that the bonuses granted by starbase structures are not shared amongst each other.

You can even specialize your decks even further. One member concentrates on news/control cards, while the other plays a lot of ships and the third has a lot of structures. The possibilities are almost endless!

That is it for now. If you have any feedback on the article or alliance play in general, feel free to start a discussion. Your feedback is very much welcomed, because the alliance rules have been made by the community, for the most part, and could still need a bit of clarification and ironing out. After all, this is a community driven game, so participate in it!


schubi
The Stations' Stain
By Steven Redpath, aka stevetheone
Sep 25th 2007

With the introduction of the new starbases in The Exiled, new strategies open themselves up to players. Old cards gain new prominence while new ones solidify and combine to give players a wider choice in deciding how to approach the game.

This set has given greater priority to the role of outer regions, and for me, the key region with the newest starbases is Stain. In the Core Set, this was a potent card in all aspects of the game, but when used in conjunction with the abilities of the latest towers, it is now a game-deciding card. In no unclear terms it can allow players to develop their home regions, secure in the knowledge they are safe from an opposing player's ships and direct efforts, while tapping into the resources available in the outer regions.
Stain

As always, a good start is an absolute must, and there is still no substitute for the Star Chart Enterprises and Scordite combination. With 3 ISK to play with and 4 ISK, minimum, for the second turn, you could quickly have a couple of ships out and Stain deployed. Upgrading your starbase next leaves you free to concentrate on securing Stain while developing your income in order to bring more ships out and disrupt your opponent's plan. Not having to defend your home region with ships should give you a strong advantage in making Stain a region your opponent fears. This then sets the stage for the second phase in which you expand outwards and truly dominate the game.

With your opponent only controlling one outer region, at the most, Insmother is the most perfect outer region to bring out to gather that extra ISK. Its ability means that you won't have to sacrifice too many ships from Stain to claim it (though you should always aware of direct damage cards and abilities when deciding just what to warp over). Beyond that beckons the new outer regions. Of these, four look to be extremely useful: Aridia, Curse, Geminate and Placid. Aridia is useful, but you will want at least two locations in your hand when playing it. Curse is good if you are looking to destroy your opponent's ships, and have enough ISK to afford it. Geminate is a safe bet, as it leaves your opponent's ships without their special abilities, while Placid can give your ships that extra boost that makes opposing players have to think twice about sending any ships in.

Intelligent use of locations is also highly important in these circumstances. Hedbergite, while expensive, is still an extremely useful card, and Acceleration Gate and Concord Regional HQ both offer highly important strategic advantage. For me, however, the most important location is Bastion of Blood. Its ability gives you the power to dictate how a battle is fought, and that is a game winner!

Of course, using Bastion of Blood to its full degree means you are limited to those cards available to the Amarr, but this is not a disadvantage when you look at just what they have access to, especially the new abilities available to the Blood Raiders ships. Patrol and Sensor Dampen are available to a large number of these ships, as well as other new abilities. When used together, they will allow players to control the outcome of the battles being fought against them, with the prospect of even not losing a single ship if executed properly.

Blood Fugitive and Blood Templar form the core of the defensive grouping, with their ability to ignore certain threats. The Fugitive is best used to neutralize the more potent of an opponent's ships, while the Templar is well suited to taking care of their frigates. The Concord SWAT Officer is a heaven-sent card for any Amarr player seeking to protect a region; its ability to completely absorb a single ship's damage cannot be overestimated. Concord Special Ops also has the ability to absorb a lot of damage from any ship, if you have enough ISK. Both of these ships should be strongly considered, especially in the middle phase of the game.

Blood Collector is potentially a ship that becomes more and more difficult to deal with as the game progresses. Brought out early, it can form part of your initial fleet defensive force, and with an increase in the number of Blood Raiders cards, it becomes a strong foundation on which to retain you early gains. Burst effectively combines with the Collector to create a strong defence for minimum cost in the early stage of the game, as well as a deterrent in the later stages. Blood Prophet and Omen are both solid ships in offence and defence, with their sensor dampen ability able to weaken any potentially dangerous ship attacking your fleet. Blood Diviner has a special role to play, and a crucial one. In addition to its mining duties, it is your best defence against direct damage news cards and kamikaze ships. With just a couple out, any opponent has to think about how to deal with them either by taking them out or draining your wallet. If you are able to retain them, they can be invaluable in the final attack on the opposing starbase.

Other cards also have important roles to play. Anti-news cards are essential, as always, and Amarr players have access to a wide selection of them. The Speaker of Truths is a very potent card, and joins the likes of Stubborn Mechanic and Brittle Bulkheads in giving a boost to ships' shields, but this outstrips them, in that it grants its bonuses to all your ships, as well an attack bonus. Its only downside is that it can't be used when you go on the offensive is a price well worth paying.

Starbase structures have an essential role to play as well. Combined Harvest allows you to focus on offensive ships whilst still being able to gain income from minerals. With the Amarr ships' abundance of command abilities, there should not be a problem in getting the most out of your locations. Field Supply Router offers a handy boost to your ships in the outer regions, and can be decisive in the early stages of the game. Advance Shipyards are always a good option as an ISK saved is an ISK earned. Moon Harvesters also become highly effective in this type of deck though they are best used in multi-player games where they can pay for themselves quickly and give you that extra level of ISK needed to take on multiple opponents. Central Fleet Command is also useful in such a deck focused mainly on ships from one faction.

Finally, characters have a role to play. Ahremen Arkah has useful abilities in allowing you to get outer regions out quicker and then making sure crucial ships are able to survive in outer regions until it is time to launch the final attack. Tairei Namazoth is surely to be cursed by opposing players as they see their ability to get ships and locations out severely limited. The other characters can offer something as well, and careful thought is required in deciding just which to use and how useful they are overall, and not just in specific situations.
A Beginner's Guide to EVE - Prologue
by Ian Vincent, aka DTee
Oct 10th 2007

The universe of EVE is big, really big. 401 different cards may sound like a walk to the chemist but that’s 80,200 two card combinations and over 10 million three card combinations. I would tell you how many different decks combinations exist but it’s too “vastly, hugely, mindbogglingly big” for any of us to comprehend.

Hardcore gamers will tell you that this vastness is a good thing. When they sit down and build a new deck, they’re exploring the universe and the chances are that nobody has taken that particular route before. There’s no feeling quite like it.

For new players the experience can be more than a little intimidating. If you’ve ever sat down with a pile of cards in front of you and felt completely disorientated, then this series is for you. You won’t learn which cards are good or bad, but you will learn to navigate around the universe, and from there it’s up to you where you go.
Part 1: Income Engines
To build things, you need both materials and the energy to shape them. If you start by building small things that generate more energy, you can turn all your materials into things very quickly. Such is the nature of competition between corporations: those that hold on to their cards will be rapidly consumed by rivals with more ISK.

Put plainly, you start the game with too many cards and not enough ISK. Your income engine is the way you turn these excess cards into ISK, and the smallest improvement can make a massive difference.

The format for today’s article is a little odd. We’re going to start by setting two objectives, looking at the different ways of meeting them and then looking at a dozen reasons to reassess the objectives as we consider the complications of having an opponent to deal with.

The number of ships in a deck can vary wildly, but the average ship cost is less variable, at around 4 1 ISK. So, it’s going to take 7 or 8 ISK a turn to be able to play the cards you’re drawing each turn and eat into your starting hand. This is quite a tough target and suggests you need to increase you income by:

    * More than 1 per turn.
    * More than 1 per card played/discarded.
Home Region Locations
1 ISK locations like Veldspar and Acceleration Gate have their uses, but on their own they don’t achieve either of the objectives. If you’re looking to earn all your income from your home region, you’ll need to be a bit fancier than that.

Scordite increases your income by 2 ISK a turn and can cheat the 1 ISK per card by Sacrificing Star Chart Enterprises for a quick cash injection. The downside is that you really need to hit the pair to compete with the top (post-Exiled) engines.

By The Emperor’s Decree or Omber will let you increase your income by more than one per turn, but to meet our second objective you’ll need to supplement them with 2 ISK locations that don’t require a discard/sacrifice. Popular options include:

    * Sansha’s Scout Outpost*
    * Tourist Resort
    * Security Check Point
Outer Regions
Sending Frigates or Destroyers to an outer region may sound like a good way to supplement your income but you’ll generally find they get kicked out after one turn’s income, or need to be withdrawn to protect your tower.

It’s faster and more profitable to send out a zero assembly Industrial ship to trade there instead. Gallente have the pick of the litter with the Inferior Iteron, but Amarr and Minmatar can send out a Hoarder turn 2 for a similar income boost.

Caldari are better known for their military prowess than for trading, and this is reflected in their income options too. Instead of wimpy Industrial ships, they’ve got the Concord Custom’s Official, which will happily visit Cloud Ring for 3 ISK a turn. Cloud Ring is a death trap for any other ship, but the ability to warp home before the battle phase gets round that nicely.
Outer Region Mining
Don’t. Seriously, don’t bother.

A rich field of Crokite or Arkonor is incredibly tempting, but countless CEOs have found out (the hard way) that there are a million and one things that can go wrong. One day someone will find a way around those problems, but in the meantime there are plenty of other options to explore.
Home Region Mining
Pre-Exiled I might have said the same thing about home region mining but there have been at least two important developments.

Firstly, the new towers make it much easier to keep your opponent out of your home region so your ships can mine in peace, but I’m more excited by something else…

The Angel Gatherer is our first zero assembly mining 2 ship, and Home Guard bypasses assembly times for two ISK. It’s hard to ignore mining when (from turn 3) you can get 4 ISK a turn (and 2 ISK per card) out of a humble Pyroxeres.

I’ll get flamed to death if I don’t mention Astral Mining Inc and Combined Harvest, too. There are a lot of new options for mining and everyone has their favourites but I doubt anybody has explored them all yet.
Gold-Fishing

Once you’ve picked your income cards it’s time to shuffle up and see how it works. Assume you’re going first and play out the first three turns to see how often you hit 7+ income** on turn 4. 70% or higher suggests you’ve got a viable engine.
The Other Guy
Being powerful and consistent isn’t enough to win games, your engine also needs to be robust enough to survive whatever your opponent throws at it. Before making your final decision it’s worth thinking about how well your engine can cope with:

Turn 1+:
Bloodshed
Manufacturing Error
Depleated Resources
Cult of Tetrimon

Turn 2+:
Breacher
Adester’s Disaster
Lowered Security
Market Crash
Slave Dog Stowaways

Turn 3+:
A 3-attack ship

Turn 4+:
A 5-attack ship

Playing these cards will slow your opponent down, so it doesn’t matter if they slow you down by a similar amount; however, with 13 card side-boards there’s a good chance you'll see your worst nightmare in the second or third game.

If that nightmare is discard or location destruction, it’s worth running Ginnungagap or Sansha’s Nation as one of your regions. If a zero-cost news is giving you trouble, check out Mind Control.

There’s a chance that’s overloaded your brain, if not I’ll see you in the forums to answer questions and watch sparks fly as people debate which approach works best.

* You can get around the drawback on Sansha’s Scout Outpost by using By the Emperor’s Decree to put locations into play, rather than playing them.
** I’d count Advanced Shipyards as 1 ISK per turn.
Simple Strategies
by Saleem Halabi, aka Halabis
Oct 18th 2007

As a new player coming into EVE, my first impression of the game is that it is very unforgiving of mistakes. All it takes is one simple error and the entire game can be over in the blink of an eye. Time and again, I would send ships to the outer regions, confident that my starbase shields were sufficient, only to discover that I had overlooked some critical detail. Other times, I would attack my enemy’s starbase, but fail to notice one of the many abilities he had available to him on the table. Each and every time, after just one mistake, the game would be irrevocably lost. I would have either too few ships to defend the next turn, or too little time to assemble more ships to replenish those I lost.

With this in mind, I decided to create a deck to inflict these poor choices on my opponent, while at the same time minimizing my own opportunities for error. Playing this deck should help illustrate the importance of making wise choices, while at the same time eliminating the need to make those choices while using it.

Starbase:
Angel Cartel Tower

Regions:
Ginnungagap
Heaven
The Bleak Lands

Locations:
Angel's Red Light District x4
Plagioclase x4
Sansha's Scout Outpost x4
Crokite x4

News:
Dismantle x4
Dead or Alive x4
Daring Infiltration x2
Adaster's Disaster x4
Remnant of Vak'atioth x4
Mind Control x2

Ships:
Breacher x4
Reaper x4
Bantam x4
Serpentis Defender x4
Celestis x4
Guristas Liquidator x2
Caracal x2

The beginning strategy is simple: in your opening hand you want to mulligan as much as you can to insure that you have either a Reaper and a Plagioclase, or a Sansha’s Scout Outpost in your hand. These cards form the core of your early game ISK engine. By your second turn you should strive to have Plagioclase out on The Bleak Lands. Another important source of income is Crokite played on Ginnungagap. While it can’t be sacrificed once it is played there, it can be played there after it’s sacrificed. It is also a cheap source of income for your mining capable ships. Heaven is in the deck to help recoup losses from playing news cards to destroy your enemy ships.

After you have your ISK engine established, game play gets slightly more complicated. Most of your ISK should be stockpiled and saved to destroy enemy ships. You should hold on to as many cards in your hand and as much ISK as possible. Any card you play should be dedicated to earning you more ISK. Your primary weapon against your opponent is going to be him overestimating his forces compared to yours. If you get to the point where you will have to discard a card, however, don’t hesitate to actually play ships. Whenever your opponent attempts to use a ship to harm you, by attacking either your base or a region you control, then you should destroy it. With 18 cards dedicated to destroying ships, your opponent should never be able to successfully attack you with more than one or two at a time. If he does, you still have a solid mix of quick ships with low assembly for mining in the early game, and moderate-sized ships to finish the opponent off in the long game.

If your opponent manages to get enough ships to attack your base, Serpentis Defenders should be played to surprise your opponent with unexpected strength, and hold off his assault. The combination of ships that can be quickly played, combined with ship destruction cards in-hand, should constantly keep your opponent off guard. If the opponent defends his base with just enough ships to hold off your forces, then you should surprise him by playing your ship destruction news and Breachers to attack him with a larger than anticipated force against a smaller than expected defense. Celestis, Guristas Liquidator, and Caracals all offer a solid defense if your opponent does manage to play more ships than you can handle, as well providing a means of overcoming his starbase shields.

Hopefully this deck will provide a means for beginner players to even the playing field with those who may have more experience keeping track of all the many variables involved in the game, while at the same time allowing them to see the effects of failing to consider an opponent’s unseen cards. In that function it should serve as both a fun deck to play and a valuable teaching tool for new players.

